This paper presents a novel approach for computing the horizontal displacement of inertial motion capture systems by augmenting the lowest-point algorithm with methodologies for calculating a body's musculoskeletal centre of weight. This approach is aimed at improving the overall anchor selection process of kinematic models during gait to alleviate common anomalies found in foot placement estimation. Sensor inaccuracies and anatomical asymmetries can compromise the computation of horizontal displacement in motion capture systems. These faults become apparent when motion performers are dragging their feet, crouch walking or crawling. This innovative approach is being applied to our prototype motion capture system that interconnects twenty inertial measurement units. Each node couples sensors (gyroscopes and accelerometers) with small processing units to compute kinematics at the firmware-level. This approach reduces the need for post-processing and improves the overall foot placement estimation, which is especially useful in real-time motion capture applications.
Introduction
Due to advances in computer graphics and animation, it is now possible to create highly detailed animated virtual environments. The availability of superior computational resources has allowed for spectacular visuals to be rendered on our computer screens, televisions, cinema screens and even mobile phones. Carefully animated character models, that behave and gesticulate convincingly for the audience, inhabit those visuals. Many computer graphics artists rely on frame-by-frame animation techniques that often prove time-consuming. Meanwhile, advances in motion capture technologies, particularly in character animation, are proving viable in replicating organic human-like movements accurately and time-efficiently. Aside from filmmaking and game development, motion capture technologies are becoming essential in the field of biomechanics: medical sciences [1] , sport sciences [2] and ergonomics [3] .
We conducted a study of the lowest-point algorithm to determine its limitations while introducing the concept of weight distribution in kinematic anchor selection to improve the accuracy of horizontal displacement. Anchor selection refers to the process of detecting which kinematic bone is supporting the skeleton's weight. During gait, the bone carrying the most weight becomes fixed to the ground plane while the kinematic system calculates positional offsets in relation to that point. Typically, the lowest-point algorithm is concerned with the lower limbs of the kinematic model constituting the shins, calves and feet in the context of walking. The methodology introduced in this paper augments the lowest point algorithm so that the anchor selection process can detect the horizontal displacement of subjects crawling, crouch walking, kneeling, laying on the ground (e.g. in the context of performance arts).
The new methodology delimits a horizontal threshold plane that is positioned within a selected distance to the ground. Any kinematic bone intersecting with that plane becomes an anchor candidate. The algorithm can then decide the point of support based on weight distributions across the body. However, it is not a substitute for traditional person-dead-reckoning in post processing (e.g. deploying motion data in a physics engine after the recording session). We focused on finding a lightweight solution that can be deployed at the firmware level (in hardware) to allow for a system that can function more autonomously, without the need for wireless connectivity with a computer. To begin with, the following section provides an overview of motion capture and person-dead-reckoning principles.
Motion Capture and Dead Reckoning
There are two motion capture mediums that have become abundant in recording studios and research laboratories: optical and inertial.
Optical motion capture technologies are primarily software-driven and employ computer vision algorithms to triangulate positional data received from digital cameras. This medium is highly accurate and dependable in computing the horizontal displacement of a human being. However, optical systems are limited to specific recording environments that present optimal lighting conditions. Occlusion, whereby the motion imagery is partially obstructed, is another significant drawback. In comparison, inertial motion capture technologies are hardware-driven and rely on the accuracy of the data produced by body-worn sensors such as gyroscopes, accelerometers and magnetometers. Apart from magnetic interference, inertial motion capture has no environmentspecific limitations. However, inertial measurement units may be subject to sensor-induced inaccuracies produced by angular random walk (sensor drift), signal noise, shock tolerance and calibration. Inertial systems require person dead reckoning algorithms [4] [5] [6] to calculate horizontal displacement during pre-processing, postprocessing stages or by employing peripheral hardware.
In motion capture, pre-processing covers any automated data computations that take place at the hardware, firmware and software levels independently of any user input. A common solution to achieve horizontal displacement estimation is the lowest-point algorithm [7] . This computationally inexpensive algorithm produces a rough estimation of horizontal displacement based on the lowest kinematic bone.
As an alternative, various post-processing techniques may be used to estimate foot placement where animators manually translate the kinematic rig in 3D space. Postprocessing may also involve deploying the principles of dynamics within the context of kinematic models. Physics engines can be used to apply rigid-body Newtonian physics to kinematic models as a means for achieving realistic-looking animations that simulate horizontal displacement.
Person dead reckoning can also be achieved through connecting external sensors, such as optical cameras or ultrasound emitters, to an inertial motion capture suit. Interconnecting dissimilar motion capture mediums is often referred to as hybrid motion capture. However, hybrid motion capture is limited to specific recording environments that consequently present a narrowed spectrum of application areas. For example, using ultrasound emitters outdoors may be difficult due to wind and sound interference.
The research covered in this paper is concerned with the pre-processing stages of inertial horizontal displacement estimation. For example, real-time motion capture applications, such as digital puppetry [8] [9] require horizontal displacement to be computed automatically by the hardware at the firmware or driver level. If the inertial motion capture animation is streamed to an avatar (e.g. in a videogame) the estimation of horizontal displacement has to be computed in real-time. The implications of deploying our approach in hardware, as opposed to post-process, is most beneficial.
Lowest-Point Algorithm
Through sensor fusion, inertial motion capture systems apply angular readings produced by gyroscopes, accelerometers and magnetometers to kinematic skeletons. The lowest-point algorithm computes horizontal displacement by detecting the lowest point in the skeleton and displacing the entire rig in relation to it. That displacement is an accumulation of both stride length and width. The resulting distance is a composite of X-axis and Z-axis translations (provided that the Y-axis is directed vertically) or alternatively, an angular bearing and linear translation. During normal gait, the anchor swaps between feet with each step taken, propelling the skeleton both longitudinally and laterally. The skeleton must match the performer's bodily proportions precisely (particularly the length of the thighs, shins and the width of the hips). Representing the musculoskeletal anatomy of the human body as a simplified skeletal frame can produce numerous problems, particularly in gait analysis. Figure 1 illustrates the anchor swapping during one ambulatory step. The initial anchor (coloured in blue) corresponds to the right foot and supports the whole weight of the skeleton. The lowest-point algorithm detects it by iterating through the bones to identify the lowest Yaxis coefficient. In frame two, the left leg has impacted the ground. At this stage the anchor swaps between the two feet provided the right foot's Y-axis coefficient is lower than the left. Once the position has swapped, the new anchor (coloured in green) becomes the support point. The lowest-point algorithm only works when the recorded individual is taking clear steps where the detachment from the ground, of each foot, is detectable. In the above illustration, the exact point of the swap may be influenced by sensor inaccuracies. Although the recorded individual has shifted his weight between feet, the virtual representation may prove contradictory. In reality, the anchor may oscillate between feet several times as illustrated in Figure 2 . This problem is viewed as an optical flicker in the animation. The extent of that flicker can be measured as oscillation amplitude. Although the lowest-point algorithm is usually deployed in the context of rudimentary walking, there are many human gestures that require ground plane collision detection. Because ambulatory movements are very organic in nature, gait simulation must accommodate many atypical situations. For example, if the person is dragging their feet, as illustrated in Figure 3 , the algorithm will miscalculate which kinematic segment is the correct anchor. This behaviour is also detectable in individuals standing in a relaxed upright stance while balancing their weight between legs to disperse muscular fatigue. Although the feet never lift off the ground, minor horizontal displacement does occur. A solution to this problem is to consider several anchors simultaneously that support and share the combined weight of the skeleton. The question then arises: which limb holds the majority of the weight and how does the anchor selection problem affect horizontal displacement? In most recording scenarios, one foot will show a predominance over the other. Anatomically, the human body is asymmetrical and its balance is sustained on one foot more than the other. In situations where the user is laying on the ground, so that several kinematic segments are within the proximity of the ground plane, the selection process will be forced to compute several anchors. For example, if the motion performer is kneeling down, there may be four potential anchors: left foot, right foot and both knees. For this reason, the lowest-point algorithm is generally limited to basic gait gestures. The oscillation is amplified exponentially for each additional bone touching the ground. The action of crawling in prone position, where the motion performer is laying flat on the ground, is a worst-case scenario as numerous kinematic segments are competing to become the main support point. Figure 4 shows the lowest-point algorithm's degree of confusion increasing as more bones are considered potential anchors. The oscillating anchor problem may be solved or minimized through weight distribution calculations in three ways. First, the number of anchor swaps during ambulatory gestures may be reduced by first determining the overall balance point of the kinematic skeleton. The pelvic area and the upper body hold the majority of the body's weight and dictate a clearer anchor. If the number of anchor swaps is minimized, the overall oscillation jitter or flicker may be masked in the outputted animation. Second, the anchor selection process may be reduced if the shift of the weight happens more rapidly than the period of anchor swapping ambiguities. If the motion performer shifts their upper body weight quickly and suggestively, whereby the majority of the body is positioned above each alternating leg, the periods of oscillations may be reduced. Third, for situations where the majority of the body is laying close to the ground (i.e. crawling), weight distribution may stabilize the overall anchor selection process in choosing a clear point of balance.
Determining Weight Models
This methodology for computing weight is a two-stage process: the initial specification of a realistic weight model and the repeated calculation of the balance axis. In character animation, the musculoskeletal anatomy of the human body is often represented by a simplistic array of bones, interconnected by geometrically perfect pivot points. In reality, a body's constituent joints are much more complicated. The shoulders and hips are composite joints that articulate various muscles and ligaments. The benchmark kinematic model used in this study is composed of twenty bone segments. By introducing a weight model, balance and weight information can supplement the kinematics. Each bone segment can be tuned in terms of length, orientation, balance ratio and weight.
Each skeletal segment is defined by a starting position, a quaternion direction and a length. In calculating the skeletal hierarchy, each child bone is translated so that its base overlays the parent's tip. Based on the tip and base values, balance ratios are stored as percentages. For example, if a vertical bone is of length 1 and has a ratio of 40%, its positional centre of weight will equate to 0.4 along the Y-axis. A weight ratio less than 50% will describe a base-heavy bone. Additionally, each skeletal segment is given a scalar weight value. The skeleton is given a combined weight of 1 where each constituent segment represents a decimal portion of that weight.
The initial weight model was based on the assumption that a body's limbs become thinner toward their extremities. For example, wrists are thinner than elbows and elbows are thinner than shoulders. This meant that each bone was base-heavy and was assigned 40-60% ratio that proved ineffectual. To simulate weight more accurately we analyzed weight distribution in the context of human anatomy [10] .
To represent fat and muscle tissues, the weight model used in our experiments was tuned to match the anatomical weight distribution of the male body. The chosen values are shown in Table 1 . If a vector line were drawn from the bone's base to its tip, this approach would imply that the centre of mass is always positioned on that vector. In reality, fat and muscles upset a limb segment's balance point. For example, the arm's bicep muscle contains considerably more mass than the triceps. This property would offset the centre of weight towards the bicep and away from the triceps. Consequently, this weight model can be improved by making centers of weight positions entirely independent of bone vectors. The following diagram ( Figure 5 ) shows three renderings of the kinematic model. First, the skeleton is fully rendered. In the second rendering, all bone topologies are hidden from view to reveal the centres of weight produced from the data above. In third, the skeletal joints are hidden to accentuate the weight model on its own. Figure 5 . The distribution of weight throughout the kinematic model.
Computing the Axis of Balance
The first stage in computing the weight distribution involves establishing a threshold plane. A horizontal plane is positioned within the proximity of the ground. As an individual performs a movement, any bone intersecting that plane becomes an anchor candidate and is processed in the overall computation. Any bone above that plane will be discarded from the anchor candidate list. The threshold can be calibrated by moving the plane up or down. In the default T-pose, the plane was set at the height of the tibial ligament so that the whole foot segment, including both heel and tows, is situated well within the threshold. We found this to be the optimal height for our prototype hardware (presented in section 6). A more accurate system may be given a lower threshold. The following pseudo code simply traverses the 'skeleton' array to detect if a bone is within the threshold. Each bone has an 'anchor' flag that, if true, identifies it as an anchor candidate. Depending on orientation, 'lowest_point' points to the bone's base or tip.
FOR EACH bone IN skeleton
IF bone.lowest_point < threshold SET bone.anchor TO true
This algorithm can be visualised as a top-down orthographic projection of the centres of weight where the Y-axis coefficients are removed. Each bone' tip and base positions are discarded from the calculation. The resulting projection is an array of 2D positions, each corresponding to a bone's centre of weight. Notably, the anchor candidates are included in that projection as their weight is important to the overall result. Figure 6 shows a rendering of the projection. The next stage involves determining the axis of balance. All the 2D vectors are multiplied by their corresponding weights and averaged out. The result is a very important 2D point, which can be visualized in 3D as the vertical axis of balance. In Figure 6 , the axis is illustrated as a green dot. Each anchor candidate's distance is measured in relation to the green dot. A lower value implies that the anchor is closer to the centre of weight and therefore sustains more of the weight. In the above example, where the person is dragging their feet, there are two possible anchors. The left foot is closer to the axis of balance by a ratio of 2:1. Consequently, the algorithm decides that the left foot holds the majority of the weight and converts it into the kinematic anchor.
The following pseudo code determines the axis of balance 'aob' and calculates the likelihood of a bone being the correct anchor. A proximity value 'bone.prox' is calculated for each bone as the distance between the axis of balance and that bone's center of weight 'bone.cow'. Following this calculation, the bone with the smallest proximity value is returned and becomes the anchor point of the skeleton. 
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Experimental Setup
To test the new weight distribution approach to improving displacement accuracy in the lowest point algorithm we have developed our own inertial motion capture system complete with a software framework to visualise ensuing motion data.
Motion Tracking Detection System
Recent advances in affordable sensor (i.e. consumer-level gyro microchips) technology have allowed us to develop our prototype motion tracking detection system (MTDS). MTDS is a body sensor network that interconnects up to twenty homogenous inertial measurement units to a multiplexer module (Figure 7) . The multiplexer acts as a central node that communicates with all the sensors at adequate speeds. Each inertial measurement unit (IMU) contains an Atmel AVR 8-bit micro-controller, an InvenSense IMU3000 gyroscopes and a Freescale MMA8 series accelerometer integrated onto a thumb-sized circuit board. Each body sensor node's micro-controller is interrogated by the MTDS multiplexer unit at specific time intervals while taking into account delays caused by inner loop software processes. A common issue with body sensor networks is their fragility, where for example, if one sensor disconnects, the entire system stalls. To avoid this problem, and for improved flexibility and experimental repeatability, our body sensor network design allows for sensors to be reconnected and calibrated without a system reset. 
Software
To interface with the hardware and produce simulations, we developed a software framework to retrieve, process and output motion capture data in a suitable format. That software environment, shown in Figure 8 , features a kinematics engine and an OpenGL based engine for motion data observation and manipulation. All angular computations are derived through quaternion algebra to avoid the gimbal lock problem. Furthermore, to avoid being biased towards a specific system, our software development kit features a driver integration module that can interface with other inertial motion capture systems, such as the Animazoo range of IGS systems.
To store the additional weight distribution data, consisting of weight values and offsets, we created a new format called the Biovision Hierarchy Extended (BVHE). BVHE is an extended version of the widespread Biovision Hierarchy (BVH) format that supplements user profiling, weight distribution and system configuration data to the original file format. In this context, the term profiling is used to describe the process of matching the skeletal rig to the performer's proportions. The BVHE header also includes driver data that facilitates changing between inertial suits during recording sessions. This format can be converted back into standard BVH syntax for crosscompatibility reasons with other software packages. 
Results
The weight distribution computations were applied to five sets of prepared (setup to test the algorithm) motion capture data. Table 2 illustrates the results as numeric values corresponding to the weighted distance of each anchor candidate to the axis of balance. A smaller distance implies a higher probability of the bone being the correct support point. Each simulation was sampled at the specific point where the anchor swapping becomes ambiguous. Figure 9 shows a rendering corresponding to each sample. These results illustrate examples in which the lowest-point algorithm becomes increasingly unreliable as more bones are touching the ground. Through weight distribution computations we found two improvements. First, anchor selection becomes more accurate in the context of basic ambulatory gestures. Second, this approach allows for the lowest-point algorithm to compute horizontal displacement in situations where the body is close to the ground. Figure 9 . Animation samples corresponding to the five simulations in Table 2 .
Dragging Feet (a)
In the first simulation, the individual is dragging his feet while moving forward. Both feet are within the predefined threshold and therefore considered anchor candidates. In the initial animation, the tip of the right foot is lower than that of the left. The results illustrate an axis of balance distance of 3.44 for the left foot and 7.36 for the right. Therefore, the left foot is holding more than twice as much weight and is chosen as the final anchor for that frame of animation.
Balance Shifting Between Legs (b)
In the second simulation, the individual is standing in a relaxed upright position while balancing his weight on the left foot. Both feet are touching the ground and the lowest-point algorithm's anchor selection detects the right foot being the point of support. By employing the weight distribution computations, the axis of balance is found to be in the proximity of the left foot. Therefore, the weight distribution version of the algorithm selects the left foot as the anchor.
Kneeling (c)
In the third simulation, the individual is kneeling down with his hands balanced just above the knees. Both knees and the tip of both feet are touching the ground and are well within the threshold. The individual is not leaning forward, which would suggest that he is sitting on his feet. Out of the four candidate points, the left foot is chosen as the primary support point by a considerable margin.
Crawling (d)
In the fourth simulation, the individual is kneeling down with both palms on the ground. Similarly to the previous simulation, both knees and feet are impacting the ground. However, some of the weight was shifted onto the arms. In this case, six kinematic bones are chosen as potential anchor candidates. This time, the weight is distributed more evenly between knees and sometimes swaps. Although there are six anchor candidates, the weight distribution indicates clearly that the shin bones are dominant and more specifically, the left shin.
Prone Position (e)
In the fifth and final simulation, the subject is laying flat on the ground with the stomach touching the floor. The kinematic skeleton's spine is roughly in the same place as the actual spine. Because the torso has a significant thickness, the spine is not within the ground's proximity. We wanted to see either the abdomen or chest kinematic bones being the support point but they are not within the threshold. Instead, hands, forearms, shins and feet are touching the ground while the thighs and upper arms are slightly above the threshold. Out of the eight potential anchors, the right shin is chosen.
Conclusion
This improved approach for determining the overall anchor of a kinematic model has the potential to provide more accurate horizontal displacement in the presented scenarios (see Table 2 ). Notably, this is a simple algorithmic solution designed to run in firmware (e.g. MTDS) and not a substitute for software post-processing, (e.g. using the recorded motion in physics engines) as found in state-of-art industry solutions. The basic concepts of the lowest-point algorithm are possible because of weight distribution calculations that robustly and repeatedly determine balance points. In turn, balance points can be used to compute dead reckoning more accurately. Because anchor selection no longer relies predominantly on sensor accuracy and collision detection, inertial systems that are less accurate can now compute more accurate anchors. However, dead reckoning over extensive periods of time is still likely to exhibit inaccuracies without external sensors.
Future Work
With our current MTDS, we exploit the lowest-point algorithm as the method for computing distance travelled through anchor selection. The next step is to integrate the weight distribution algorithm in the MTDS firmware and evaluate its performance in contrast with other commercial inertial systems. The next version of our multiplexer will contain a processor that can compute both the kinematics positions and the corresponding angular values. The goal with this omnidirectional body sensor network is to create hardware that can function independently of a computer as our studies involve deploying motion capture technologies outdoors (e.g. to study and understand the behaviour of archaeologists [11] ). Although this paper's results can be replicated with a basic physics engine, integrating weight distribution computations within hardware (at the pre-processing stage of data gathering) will make it convenient for users to record better animations in unfavourable environmental conditions.
